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Book Reviews 
N. MALCOLM, Knowledge and Certainty, Cornell University Press, 1963, 244 pp. 
It is becoming impossible any more to understand Wittgenstein without having read 
Malcolm. The urbane, courteous, limpid style gives an even, unexaggerated interpretation 
of the Master’s words. One can even read this book for fun. 
R. C. LYNDON AND P. E. SCHUPP, Combinatorial Group Theory, Springer, 1977, 339 pp. 
It seemed for a while that of the two currently active trends in group theory, finite groups 
would have the upper hand, after the dazzlingly brilliant results of the sixties. But the 
winds are beginning to change, and this book appears at the right time. Combinatorial 
group theory has closer relations with the rest of mathematics, algebra and logic and 
topology, and these make it a better bet for survival in today’s shrinking world. 
N. H. WILLIAMS, Combinatorial Set Theory, North-Holland, 1977, 208 pp. Com- 
binatorial set theory deals with infinite sets and their Erdosian properties. The paradise 
that Cantor left us is not only alive, it is downright beckoning, and anyone may wish to 
choose it over the pot-boiling hell in other corners of science. 
J. A. FARIS, Quantijkation Theory, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1964, 147 pp. Some 
of these seemingly modest little tracts turn out to be little jewels. One can learn more 
logic from this little book than from a dozen ponderous treatises. 
J, DIXMIER, AZg2bres enveloppantes, Gauthier-Villars, 1974, 349 pp. The inimitable 
Dixmier has given us another masterpiece of perfect, thorough, impeccable mathematical 
exposition, to last a long time. Were there only ten writers like him, mathematics would 
be saved. 
J. D. BJORKEN AND S. D. DRELL, Relativistic Quantum Mechanics, Relativistic Quantum 
Fields, McGraw-Hill, 1964 and 1965, 300 pp. and 396 pp. Who is kidding whom? Do 
physicists expect mathematicians to take them seriously after reading books like these, 
which-through no fault of their own-make a mockery of rigorous mathematics and 
even, at times, of serious reasoning ? We would not be surprised if particle physics were 
to be one day renamed Zen-ical physics, or something like that. 
J. M. HOWIE, An Introduction to Semigroup Theory, Academic Press, 1976, 272 pp. 
After long years of dictatorship of groups, semigroups are at last asserting their rights, 
and with some affirmative action we may even get courses on semigroups taught at Harvard 
and Princeton before long. Meanwhile, this beautifully written book carries the flag. 
A. SOLIAN, Theory of Modules, Wiley, 1977, 420 pp. The Rumanians are going wild 
over categorical mathematics, a fact which has been stressed by the publication of dozens 
of books on the subject bearing the Bucharest imprint. Modules are now fighting the 
same uphill battle that abstract vector spaces fought in the thirties. There is little question 
of the outcome. 
G. J. TOOMER, Diocles on Burning Mirrors, Springer, 1976, 249 pp. An amazing feat 
of mathematical scholarship, competent, nay outstanding, both for its knowledge of 
mathematics and for its deep historical insight. If we had at least one book like this every 
year in the history of mathematics, we might restore our faith in this most neglected of 
subjects. 
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